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Summary: Controlled and reproducible synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles with uniform size and 
shape is highly desirable for tuning its physico-chemical properties. Metal β-diketonates have many 
advantages as precursors in sol gel process over the conventional metal salts. Exploiting the 
advantageous characteristics of Zn(tmhd)2 (where tmhd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionate), 
we have synthesized ZnO nanoparticles by wet chemical (sol gel) method in acidic (pH 3) and basic 
(pH 9) media, and subsequently annealed at 250°C and 550°C. The resulting particles exhibited 
Wurtzite (hexagonal) crystal structure. The variation in pH and temperature has shown appreciable 
impact on the crystallite size and the morphology of the final product. The increase in particle size 
with increasing sintering temperature was reflected in the band gap energy, IR spectra and surface 
area measurements. Cylindrical, rod like nanoparticles were obtained at acidic pH 3 while spherical 
particles were achieved at basic pH 9 when sintered at 250°C. However, the particles obtained at 
sintering temperature of 250°C and 550°C were morphologically different. The lower pH 3 particles 
have elongated and flat shapes, while the higher pH 9 have hexagonal rod like particles when 
sintered at 550°C.
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Introduction

The last couple of decades have seen a 
tremendous growth in the field of nanomaterials-
synthesis, characterization, and applications. The 
conventional materials are now studied under the 
domain of nanoscience which led to the emergence of 
nanotechnology. The impact of particle size below 
100 nm upon the physical and chemical properties of 
materials and devices is now an accepted fact. The 
physico-chemical properties vary significantly with 
the changing particle size in the nano domain (<100 
nm) [1-2]. The transformation of particle size from 
bulk to nano introduces novel chemical, physical, 
mechanical, magnetic and optical properties in the 
resulting materials [3]. The direct bandgap 
semiconductors metal oxides (MOs) are no exception 
to the effect of nano sized structures upon the 
characteristics of these materials. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is 
one of the MOs having wide direct band gap energy 
(Eg) of 3.37 eV and higher exciton binding energy of 
60 meV at room temperature [4]. The unprecedented 
characteristics of ZnO having particles size in 
nanometer level scale is evident from the fact that 
ZnO nanomaterial is now widely used in UV filters 
and in the pharmaceutical and cosmetic products as 
bactericide [5, 6]. In addition, ZnO nanomaterials are 
also extensively used in the fabrication of many 
devices including photo-detectors, surface acoustic 

wave devices, UV nano-lasers, solar cells, gas 
sensors, biosensors, ceramics, field emission, and 
nanogenerators [7-15].

The characteristics of ZnO nanomaterials 
are highly dependent upon the homogeneity and 
uniformity in particle size, shape, and morphology. 
Therefore, ZnO nanomaterials with desired properties 
could only be obtained for practical purposes if a 
strict control over the nanostructure is achieved. 
Many preparatory methods have been applied 
previously to get ZnO nanomaterials with desired 
characteristics [16, 17]. Among them, sol gel is used 
extensively for the synthesis of ZnO nanomaterials 
due to low energy requirements and economical 
feasibility. The microstructure of the resulting ZnO 
produced by sol gel method varies significantly with 
the nature of the precursors [18]. Therefore, the role 
of precursor in sol gel is vital for obtaining ZnO of 
the desired microstructure and characteristics. Metal 
salts (nitrates, chlorides, and perchlorates) are 
attractive precursors owing to their low cost, 
facilitative use and commercial availability, and have 
been used widely for the synthesis of ZnO 
nanomaterials by sol gel [19, 20]. However, the 
difficulty in exclusion and/or removal of the anionic 
species from the resulting nanoparticles is the serious 
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drawback of the use of salts as precursors. Zinc 
alkoxides are also interesting precursors because of 
their fast hydrolyzing nature. However, the lack of 
control over the hydrolysis process limits the chances 
of getting ZnO nanomaterials of homogeneous and 
uniform particle size and shape. Zinc Acetate is 
common precursor for the sol gel synthesis of ZnO 
nanostructures [21, 22]. The advantages of the
precursor are moderate hydrolysis rate allowing 
control over the process and working of acetate group 
as stabilizer giving ZnO nanoparticles of 
homogenous and uniform microstructure [23].

Due to their volatility and vapor phase 
stability, the metal β-diketonates have attracted 
attention as precursors for metal organic chemical 
vapor deposition (MOCVD) [24]. However, the 
hydrated zinc acetyl acetonate (Zn(acac)2.H2O) has 
also been used as precursor in sol gel for the 
synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles [25]. It has been 
observed that the microstructure of the resulting ZnO 
nanomaterials depends upon different variables.

Here we report the synthesis of ZnO 
nanomaterials by sol gel method employing 
bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dione)zinc(II) 
(Zn(tmhd)2) as precursor while NaOH and HCl as 
reagent for adjusting the pH of the media. The 
possibility of stabilizing ZnO nanoparticles with the 
help of tmhd has been exploited for obtaining ZnO 
nanomaterials having homogeneity and uniformity in 
the particle size and shape. The effect of pH upon the 
crystallite and particle size, and particle shape has 
been studied along with the effect of sintering 
temperature. Although the Zn(tmhd)2 have been 
previously reported for the deposition of ZnO and 
ZnS thin films by MOCVD technique [26, 27], but to 
the best of our knowledge the precursor is not used 
for the preparation of ZnO nanostructures by sol gel 
method.

Experimental

Materials and Methods

The chemicals used in this project were 
purchased from commercial suppliers. Zinc acetate 
(Zn(OAc)2)and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dione 
(tmhdH) are from Sigma-Aldrich, and Sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH) from MERK, were used as 
received without any further purifications. The 
ethanol (Et2OH) was dried by refluxing from sodium 
(Na) wires and stored over Na wires under dried 
gaseous nitrogen (N2). 

The Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra 
(FT-IR) were recorded in solid state using IR 
spectrometer (Nicolet 6700 from Thermo Scientific 
Company) in ATR mode. The UV-Visible spectra 
were obtained using Schimadzu (Model Pharma Spec 
UV-1700) spectrophotometer. XPert PRO 
Diffractometer equipped with Cu-Ká radiations (ë = 
1.54 Å) was used for measuring the X-rays 
Diffraction (XRD) patterns of the ZnO nanomaterials. 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
(JEOLmodelJSM-6490A, Japan) was used to 
determine the surface morphology, and particle size 
and shape. The elemental compositions of the 
samples were determined by using energy dispersive 
x-rays (EDX) analyzer (Model JFC 1500 JEOL) 
connected with the SEM machine. The surface area, 
pore size and pore volume were determined by BET 
analyzer (Micromeritics Instrument Corp).

Synthesis of Zn(tmhd)2

Although  Zn(tmhd)2 is available 
commercially but due to its simple synthesis process, 
we have synthesized it by the reaction of anhydrous 
Zn(OAc)2 with the 2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-
dione (Htmhd) in well dried ethanol following a 
reported procedure [28]. In a typical experimental 
procedure adopted for the synthesis of Zn(tmhd)2, 
13.761 g (75 mmol) of Zn(OAc)2 was dissolved in 
100 mL of ethanol. The reaction flask was heated to 
reflux, and then 31.41 mL (150 mmol) of Htmhd 
dissolved in 150 mL of dried ethanol was added 
steadily. The stirring of the reaction mixture was 
continued for 2 hours while maintaining at 60°C. 
After cooling the reaction flask and maintaining at 
room temperature for certain time, the solvent was 
removed by rotary evaporator and a crystalline 
product amounting 10.64 g (yield: 80%) was 
obtained in the form of white powder. The resulting 
Zn(tmhd)2 complex was confirmed by IR, 1H and 13C 
NMR spectroscopy.

Preparation of ZnO in Acidic Medium

An appropriate amount of Zn(tmhd)2 was 
dissolved in 20 mL dried ethanol and acidified by 
adding 5mM HCl solution. The acid solution was 
added until a pH of 3 was achieved. After getting the 
desired pH of the reaction mixture, the refluxing was 
performed for 24 hours at 90oC. The precipitation of 
the solid residue was observed with that of reaction 
time. After completion of the sol gel process, the 
precipitate was separated from the supernatant by 
centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 60 minutes. The solid 
powder was thoroughly washed with ethanol and 
subsequently with distilled water to ensure complete 
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removal of the organics and anions. The cleaned 
powder was dried overnight (12 hours) in laboratory 
oven at 120°C. The resulting powder was divided 
into two parts and one part was sintered at 250°C 
while the other at 500°C in the muffle furnace. The 
sintering process lasted for four hours in each case.

Preparation of ZnO in Basic Medium

The basic process was the same as used for 
the synthesis of ZnO in acidic medium however HCl 
was replaced by NaOH to get the required basic 
medium for the reaction. In a typical process, the 
weighed amount of Zn(tmhd)2 was dissolved in 20 
mL dried ethanol and 5mM NaOH solution was 
added until the required pH of 9 was achieved. 
Subsequently, the reaction mixture was heated up to 
90oC for 24 hours. The precipitation of white solid 
was observed with time. The solid residue was 
separated from the liquid by centrifuging at 6000 rpm 
for 60 minutes. The solid powder was washed 
thoroughly with ethanol and afterwards with distilled 
water to ensure complete removal of the organics and 
anions. The cleaned powder was dried overnight (12 
hours) in laboratory oven at 120°C. The resulting 
powder was sintered at 250°C and 500°C for 4 hours 
in an open muffle furnace.

Results and Discussion

The Zn(tmhd)2 was synthesized in 
laboratory instead of purchasing from the commercial 
sources i.e., by reacting  anhydrous Zn(OAc)2 with 
Htmhd following the reported procedure [28]. A 
small amount of NH4OH was added to improve the 
product yield. The formation of compound Zn(tmhd)2

was confirmed by comparing the IR, 1H and 13C 
NMR spectra with the reported data [29]. 

The synthesized Zn(tmhd)2 was hydrolyzed 
at pH 3, and sintered at 250°C (ZO1) and 550°C 
(ZO2). Likewise, the hydrolysis of Zn(tmhd)2 was 
also carried out at pH 9, and sintered at 250°C (ZO3) 
and 550°C (ZO4). The microstructure (composition, 
shape and size of particles) of the ZnO nanomaterials 
were studied using different techniques. The 
diffractograms of samples are shown in Figure 1. The 
XRD patterns give peaks at 2θ of 31.76°, 34.41°, 
36.24°, 47.51°, 56.58°, 62.85°, 66.35°, 67.92°, 68.98°, 
72.67° and 76.93° matching well with the hexagonal 
(Wurtzite) crystal structure of ZnO (PDF: 01-079-
2205) [30]. Although the ZnO nanomaterials have 
sufficient crystallinity, but the effect of pH and 
sintering temperature over the crystallite sizes are 
evident from the XRD patterns. The average 
crystallite sizes calculated using the well-known 

Scherrer equation (d = Kλ/βcosθ) are summarized in 
Table 1.

Table-1: Crystallite sizes of ZnO nanomaterials 
calculated using Scherrer equation.
Sample Crystallite Size (nm) Sample Crystallite Size (nm)

ZO1 118 ± 4.57 ZO3 28 ± 2.69

ZO2 148 ± 3.81 ZO4 95 ± 3.14

As given in the Table 1, the crystallite size 
increases with increasing sintering temperature. The 
increase in grain (crystallite) size as a result of 
increasing sintering temperature is mainly due to the 
decrease in lattice strain by thermal activation and 
enhancement of crystallization of grain boundary 
structure [31, 32]. The effect of increasing pH over 
the crystallite size is contrary to the sintering 
temperature, as is evident from the patterns (Figure 1) 
and the data in Table 1. It has been seen mostly in the 
cases of oxides that the crystallite size decreases with 
increasing pH of the precipitating medium, without 
any know reasons.[33-35] However, the presence of 
different ions in the precipitating medium influences 
the nucleation process. The fast transport of H+ ions 
in the acidic medium support the nucleation and the 
reverse is true for the Na+ ions present in the basic 
medium. The HO- ions in the basic medium have a 
known effect over the nucleation process as these 
ions supersaturate the networks, slowing down the 
process of nucleation [36, 37]. The H+, Na+, and HO-

ions are present in the acidic and basic media used; 
therefore, the effect over crystallite size is evident.

Fig. 1: XRD patterns of ZnO prepared at pH 3 
followed by sintering at 250°C (ZO1) and 
550°C (ZO2), and pH 9 followed by 
sintering at 250°C (ZO3) and 550°C (ZO4).

The elemental composition of the 
synthesized ZnO nanomaterials was determined by 
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EDX analysis coupled with SEM. The atom percent 
and mass composition of the samples are given in 
Table 1, while the EDX spectra are provided in 
supplementary materials. The oxygen contents of the 
samples decreases slightly upon increasing the 
sintering temperature which could be a result of the 
creation of oxygen vacancies due to the heating of the 
ZnO nanomaterials [38].

Table-2: Elemental composition determined by 
EDX and band gaps of ZnO nanomaterials.

Atom Percent Mass Percent
Sample

Zn O Zn O
Band gap (eV)

ZO1 49.74 50.26 80.17 19.83 2.15

ZO2 51.11 48.89 81.03 18.97 1.88

ZO3 51.04 48.96 80.99 19.01 2.09

ZO4 52.38 47.62 81.80 18.20 2.01

The UV-visible spectra of ZO1, ZO2, ZO3 
and ZO4 are measured, and the band gap energies 
(Eg) are determined by plotting (αhν)2 as a function of 
hν (Figure 2). The effect of pH and sintering 
temperature over Eg is evident from the calculated 
values (Table 2). The Eg decreased with the 
increasing sintering temperature in accordance with 
the literature [39, 40]. The decrease in Eg as a 

function of increasing sintering temperature could be 
consequence of the generation of larger number of 
oxygen vacancies and the increasing particle size. We 
have seen in the preceding section that the 
concentration ratio of O/Zn decreases with the 
increasing sintering temperature owing to the 
generation of oxygen vacancies. The increasing 
number of oxygen vacancies contributes to the 
decreasing Eg. The SEM images (following section) 
have shown that the particle size increased 
significantly with the increasing sintering 
temperature. The increase in particle size is reflected 
in the decreasing values of Eg. Larger particle sizes in
ZO3 and ZO4 have almost no significant effect on 
the value of Eg when compared to the same for ZO2, 
which have smaller particle size. The larger particle 
size in ZO3 and ZO4 is due to its synthesis at higher 
pH of 9 when compared to ZO2 which was prepared
at pH 3. The Eg increases significantly with 
increasing pH of the medium [39, 40]. The decrease 
in Eg as a function of sintering temperature and the 
particle size is minimized by the increasing pH which 
has opposite effect upon the Eg as higher pH values 
favors larger particle sizes. It is also pertinent to 
mention here that the overall decrease in Eg compared 
to the bulk is significant.

Fig. 2: Plots of calculated (αhν)2 as a function of hν for determination of direct Eg of ZO1, ZO2, ZO3, and 
ZO4.
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The effect of pH and sintering temperature over 
the particle size and shape of ZnO nanoparticles is evident 
from the SEM images recorded for ZO1, ZO2, ZO3, and 
ZO4 (Figure 3a-h). Rod like particles of diameters 
ranging from 0.2 – 0.5 μm and lengths of few microns 
were observed in the SEM images of ZO1 (Figure 3a, b). 
The particles were homogeneous in terms of morphology 
and uniformly distributed. The formation of elongated 
particles at pH 3 i.e., in acidic medium, corresponds to the 
fact that hydrolysis is the dominant reaction over the 
condensation in the sol gel process [41]. As the reaction 
proceeded new monomers added up to the growing chain 
thus leading to the formation of fibers. The fibers knit up 
together by the passive condensation reaction allowing 
the formation of rods. However, the ZnO nanoparticles 
prepared at pH 9 (ZO3) were spherical in shape and 
distributed homogeneously with uniform size of 
approximately 0.4 μm (Figure 3e, f). It is important to 
note that in basic medium, condensation reaction was 
dominant over the hydrolysis [41]. The hydroxyl groups 
attached to the metal center undergo condensation as soon 
as produced forming3-D network, which led to the 
formation of spherical particles. The particles formed 
were well dispersed at the given sintering temperature in 
ZO1 (pH 3) and ZO3 (pH 9), irrespective of the pH of the 
media. Indeed, the acidic and basic media furnish plenty 
of charged ions (H+ and HO-, respectively) which adsorb 
at the surface of the particles. The similar charged 
particles have sufficient repulsive forces which are 
enough for retarding the coalescence and thus, keeping 
apart the particles as individual entities [42]. The sintering 
at 550°C transformed the ZnO into larger agglomerated 
particles, as evident from the SEM images given in 
Figure 3c, d (ZO2) and Figure 3g, h (ZO4). The typical 
morphologies of elongated rods and spherical particles in 
SEM images of ZO1 and ZO3 disappeared in ZO2 and 
ZO4 produced by heating of ZnO at 550°C. The pseudo 
one dimensional (1D) rods in ZO1 converted into pseudo 
two dimensional (2D) flat particles which were highly 
agglomerated. The appearance of hexagonal particle in 
the SEM image, shown in the inset of Figure 3c of ZO2 
revealed the transformation from elongated rods to 
hexagonal particles. However, the temperature and/or the 
duration of sintering were not enough to obtain 
completely hexagonal particles. The particles of ZO2 
were agglomerated having changed morphology and 
spaces in the form of channels among the particles. On 
the other hand, the sample (ZO4) prepared at pH 9 and 
sintered at 550°C has well developed hexagonal rods like 
particles, emerging from the base, where from other 
hexagonal rod like particles have also developed. The 
hexagonal rods have uniform diameters in the range of 
0.8 – 1μm. The shape of the hexagonal rods indicated that 
the growth was predominantly occurring along the c-axis 
of the unit cell. Similar rods of ZnO have been previously 

prepared at elevated temperature (950°C) from ZnO 
powder upon substrates by thermal evaporation [43]. The 
particles are prone to agglomeration as a consequence of 
the increasing sintering temperature [44]. Therefore, 
irrespective of the pH, the particles of the samples ZO2 
and ZO4 are agglomerated as shown in the SEM images 
(Figure 3c, d, g, h).

The ZnO nanoparticles were further 
investigated for their structural characteristics by FTIR 
spectroscopy (Figure 4a, b). The typical Zn – O stretching 
vibration peak appears at 431 cm-1 and 429 cm-1 in the IR 
spectra of ZO1 and ZO2, respectively [45, 46]. The 
relative red shift in the position of the band in IR 
spectrum of ZO2 is due to the comparatively larger 
particle size obtained as a result of increased sintering 
temperature [47]. The effect of sintering temperature over 
the band position of Zn – O bond is also observed in the 
IR spectrum of ZO4 showing peak at 433 cm-1 compared 
to the peak for the same bond in IR spectrum of ZO3 (438 
cm-1). However, the band for Zn – O bond in IR spectra 
of ZO3 and ZO4 appears at higher energies than those of 
ZO1 and ZO2. This can be correlated to the relatively 
smaller nanocrystallites structure obtained in the basic 
medium than those prepared in the acidic medium [47]. 
The decrease in nanocrystallites size range with 
increasing pH is also confirmed by the XRD analysis 
presented in the preceding paragraphs. Besides, other 
peaks appear in the range of 400 – 580 cm-1

corresponding to the IR spectra of ZnO materials reported 
in literature [48].

The BET analyses of the ZnO nanoparticles 
give the surface area, pore volume and size (Table 3). The 
BET surface areas of ZO1, ZO2, ZO3 and ZO4 are 14.26 
m2/g, 6.90 m2/g, 68.95 m2/g and 4.13 m2/g, respectively. 
It is evident from the data that the surface area decreases 
with increasing sintering temperature. The decreases in 
BET surface area with the increase of sintering 
temperature from 250°C to 550°C is inevitable, because 
upon heating the particles agglomerate and increase in 
size, as shown by SEM, XRD, UV and IR analysis. The 
agglomeration and increase in size of particles are the 
factors responsible for reduction of the surface area [49]. 
The sample ZO3 has shown the highest BET surface area 
(68.95 m2/g) in the series with comparatively bigger 
particles. The relatively larger surface area of ZO3 might 
be a result of the spherical shape of the ZnO nanoparticles. 
It has been previously observed that the spherical particles 
have a larger surface area than the rod like particles [50]. 
The ZO1 and ZO2 have elongated and distorted 
elongated while the ZO4 have hexagonal rod like 
particles, respectively. However, the ZO3 have spherical 
particles due to which the sample has larger surface area 
than the rest of the members of the series.
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Fig. 3: SEM images of ZO1 (a, b), ZO2 (c, d), ZO3 (e, f), and ZO4 (g, h).
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Fig. 4: IR spectra of ZO1 and ZO2 (a), and ZO3 and ZO4 (b).

Table-3: Surface area, pore volume and size 
determined by the BET technique.

Sample
BET Surface Areas 

(m2/g)
Pore Volume 

(cm3/g)
Pore Size 

(Å)

ZO1 14.26 4.4 x 10-3 12.27

ZO2 06.90 2.9 x 10-3 16.55

ZO3 68.95 2.8 x 10-2 16.40

ZO4 04.13 1.9 x 10-3 18.02

The β-diketone is responsible for the 
formation of uniform size and shape particles in the 
form of cylindrical rods in ZO1 and spheres in ZO3. 
The ligand is furnished to the solution as stable 
molecular organic entity which has strong anchoring 
groups. These groups help in attaching of β-diketone 
to the ZnO particles formed by the Ostwald’s 
ripening and/or aggregation, and thus, hindering their 
further coagulation [51]. The β-diketone molecules 
have significant effect over the shape of particles and 
acts as template in directing the structure of the very 
initial ZnO particles. However, the presence of H+

and HO- ions as particle size controlling species 
could not be rolled out because these ions as 
adsorbed charges upon the ZnO particles are 
responsible for the electrostatic repulsion among the 
particles [42]. The repulsive forces hinder excessive 
coagulation and aggregation of the particles into 
irregular bulks. Spherical nanoparticles of ZnO have 
been obtained by sol gel method in previous attempts 
but on the expenses of addition of external stabilizing 
agent [52]. Alike of precursor, Zn(acac)2, gave 
hollow ZnO nanoparticles upon hydrolysis at 
elevated pH [25]. This indicates that the formation of 
ZnO spherical particles may be specifically due to the 
precursor used in this study. The transformation of 
cylindrical and spherical ZnO nanoparticles to 

hexagonal shaped particles upon sintering could be 
corresponded to the orientation of particles into stable 
hexagons which grow hierarchical with (increasing) 
temperature. The role of H+ and HO- in hindering the 
agglomeration of ZnO nanoparticles of ZO1 and ZO3 
is also evident from the fact that the particles of ZO2 
and ZO4 are relatively more agglomerated. In fact, 
heating eliminates the adsorbed H+ and HO- ions, 
responsible for the electrostatic repulsive forces 
among the particles, and as a consequence rate of the 
agglomeration of particles increases.

Conclusions

ZnO nanoparticles are prepared by simple 
hydrolysis of a metal organic molecular precursor. 
The crystal structure, chemical composition, 
morphology and electronic properties of the resulting 
ZnO nanoparticles are dependent upon the nature of 
the reaction media, pH and sintering temperature. All 
the samples crystallized in Wurtzite (hexagonal) 
crystal structure. The particles sintered at 250°C after 
the preparation at pH 3 and pH 9 has elongated rod 
like and spherical shapes respectively. However, the 
morphologies of ZnO nanoparticles prepared at pH 3 
and pH 9 while sintered at 550°C are completely 
different. Hexagonal rod shaped particles formed in 
the sample prepared at pH 9 and heated at 550°C. 
The hexagons formation started in the sample 
obtained at pH 3 upon heating up to 500°C. However, 
the formation process seems to be incomplete.
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